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ABSTRACT 

As the introductory paper in the symposium on the construction of group boundaries, this paper examines several 
critical questions on defining ethnic, linguistic, or political boundaries using archaeological data. What kinds of archaeo
logical materials are the most suited to the identification of boundaries? What kinds of spatial patterns are expected to oc
cur in boundary contexts? Finally, what can be said about the blurring of material traits on the borders of ethnic or lin
guistic groups? These questions provide the background for introducing the diverse range of issues that will be raised by 
the symposium participants. 

Introduction 

I welcome you to our symposium on "The Construction 
of Native Group Boundaries in Northern California Archaeol
ogy," co-chaired by Antoinette Martinez and myself. The pur
pose of the symposium is to examine current theoretical mod
els and analytical methods employed to delineate the boundaries 
of ethnic, linguistic and/or political groups in archaeological 
contexts. As the introductory paper in the session, I begin by 
outlining the current status of boundary studies in California 
archaeology. I then raise three issues for consideration in fu
ture studies of group boundaries. Finally, I introduce the sym
posium participants and how they are addressing different kinds 
of boundaries and boundary processes using case studies from 
northern California. 

Boundary Studies in California Archaeology 

In reviewing the current status of boundary studies in Cali
fornia archaeology, I consider three issues: how boundaries are 
theoretically conceptualized; what kinds of material culture are 
employed in the construction and defmition of boundaries; and 
how successful have archaeologists been in defming linguistic, 
ethnic, and political boundaries using material remains. 

1) Theoretical Perspective 

I think most archaeologists working in California concep
tualize the boundaries between native groups as sharply de
fined, semipermeable cultural barriers similar to those depicted 
in ethnographic maps of Native Californian societies. Viewed 
from this perspective, boundaries are important markers in the 
regional landscape: they segregate the territory of competing 
groups from one another; they represent a visible line of de
fense for protecting homelands; and they contribute to the adap
tive efficiency of populations who are in direct competition 
with other nearby groups (see review in Lightfoot and Martinez 
1995). It is commonly argued that group identification and 

boundary maintenance will increase in situations where people 
are competing for space and valued resources (e.g., Abruzzi 
1982, Yesner 1985). Consequently, by establishing semiper
meable cultural boundaries in frontier zones, people on oppo
site sides of the border may restrict social interactions, filter in
formation exchange, and limit the movement of some material 
goods between competing groups. This perspective implies 
that tightly bounded linguistic, ethnic and political entities 
should be recognizable in the archaeological record by discrete 
spatial patterns of diagnostic material remains. 

2) Material Culture 

The construction of boundaries between native groups has 
been based on various lines of archaeological evidence. These 
lines include topographic landmarks, such as valleys and 
mountains that delimit natural barriers to travel and communi· 
cation, and regional settlement patterns that denote discrete 
clusters of sites separated by buffer zones in the outlying hin
terland. Beginning in the 1970s and 1980s, two kinds of stud
ies of material remains were initiated to evaluate boundary 
lines drawn between site clusters and regional settlement sys
tems using independent lines of evidence: information ex
change and sourcing studies. 

Research on style and information exchange was under· 
taken as a means of decoding group identities through detailed 
stylistic analyses of highly visible artifacts. Wobst (1977), 
Wiessner (1983) and others have argued that specific kinds of 
artifacts that are visible to all members of a group can transmit 
information on group identity. According to this model, arti· 
facts serving as emblems for marking group boundaries carry 
distinct messages that are both uniform and clear to their target 
groups. Wiessner (1983), basing her conclusions on an eth
noarchaeological study of metal projectile points among the 
Kalahari San, argues that artifacts signaling group identity 
should be visible in the archaeological record as discrete spatial 
distributions. 
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Sourcing studies delineate the spatial distribution of diag
nostic materials that have been transponed or exchanged across 
regions. The basic assumption underlying this approach is 
that differential fall-off patterns should be evident as materials 
are transported across boundaries of discrete social units 
(Ericson and Meighan 1984, Findlow and Bolognese 1984, 
Hughes 1986). This approach is exemplified in California by 
exchange studies that have attempted to define ethnolinguistic 
units through the spatial analysis of obsidian artifacts. Em
ploying ethnographically defined territories as models, archae
ologists have examined obsidian fall-off patterns across bound
aries that separate different ethnic and/or linguistic groups. 

3) The Results 

The most common approach to boundary construction in 
California archaeology is through obsidian sourcing studies. 
In contrast to other regions of North America, much less re
search has been undertaken on style and information exchange 
to delineate ethnic, linguistic, or political boundaries in Cali
fornia. The results of sourcing studies are ralher ambiguous. 
Significantly, there has been little success in duplicating broad 
scale ethnolinguistic distributions as described by California 
ethnographers using obsidian artifacts in either prehistoric or 
early historic contexts. Rather than clear-cut boundaries, ob
sidian distributions exhibit complex, overlapping patterns that 
tend to blend across hiStorically defmed ethnic/linguistic bor
ders (e.g., Ericson and Meighan 1984). The ambiguous pattern 
is not all that unexpected since different kinds of obsidian arti
facts and raw material types were transponed through varied s0
cial and ceremonial networks that produced diverse and overlap
ping spatial signatures (Hughes 1986, Hughes and Bettinger 
1984, Jackson 1989). 

Issues for Future Research 

I raise three issues for consideration in future research on 
boundaries in California. These issues concern: 1) the scales 
of analysis, 2) the complex social dynamics of boundary zones, 
and 3) the recognition that different kinds of boundaries and 
boundary processes may be observed in archaeological con
texts. 

First, as already noted by others (e.g., Hughes and Bet
tinger 1984, Hughes 1986, Ericson and Meighan 1984), broad
scale ethnolinguistic units probably represent an inappropriate 
scale of analysis for boundary studies in California. As ethno
graphic abstractions based primarily on linguistic affiliations, 
these ethnolinguistic units were probably not recognized by na
tive actors, nor did they play any role in their day-to-day life
ways. Rather our ability to defme group identities and bound
aries, particularly using obsidian distributions, has been more 
successful at smaller scales of analysis-that is, at the level of 
individual communities, villages and even households. For 
example, David Fredrickson's (1989,1993) fmdings of discrete 
obsidian fall-off patterns in the Geysers and Los Guilicos study 
areas suggest that boundaries of smaller sociopolitical entities, 
probably tribelets, are identifmble in archaeological contexts. 

ation(d
Second. we need to appreciate better the complex social activitiedynamics of group boundaries in the past. Recent theoretical thegroconsiderations of boundaries by Peter Sahlins (1989), Anthony benefitllCohen (1987), and Thomas Wilson (1994) stress several 

tary grapoints: boundaries are viewed through the eyes of individuals; 
they are contingent and relational; and their meaning may vary M)\ 
from person to person even in the same community or house ofboua 
hold. I think there is a tendency for archaeologists undertaking Native j 

boundary studies to view societies as superorganic entities that tions of! 
act as integrated wholes. However. as Anthony Cohen (1987) demara 
notes, the broader group may be only a generalization as These Si 
viewed from the perception of individual segments. Boundaries onintel1 
may be perceived very differently depending on an individual's ing timt 
sectorial interests, motivations, and day-to-day relationships. CollllDOll 
Individuals will construct their own versions of the broader remain! 
community based on their extended kinship networks, affinal lamentit 
relations, gender, age, class, trading parblerships, and friend failureS: 
ships, which implies that people from the same communities the arch! 
may conceptualize very different boundaries around themselves. biguity 

netWOltlThird, we need to emphasize the study of different kinds of 
taking nboundaries and boundary processes. Boundaries that serve as 
margins;semipermeable barriers and produce discrete spatial patterns of 
als, hoUldiagnostic material remains represent only one kind of bound
tions wiiary process. Furthermore. our ability to define crisp bound
relatioru:aries based on obsidian fall-off patterns or discrete clusters of 
inthe~emblematic artifacts may be more the exception than the rule 

in most archaeological contexts. In examining the spatial dis
tribution of diagnostic artifacts, archaeologists have repeatedly 
found that these traits tend to merge or blur at the margins of 

!nitsocial units (DeAtley and Findlow 1984:1, Ericson and 
sider vaMeighan 1984, Shennan 1989). Rather than viewing the am
ployinj!"biguity of material remains at the margins of groups as prob
ofinnowlematic, it may be time to shift our attention to this cultural 
are ad."noise" (see Lightfoot and Martinez 1995). While some 

boundaries may serve as barriers to travel, communication, and 
interpersonal relationships, it may be prudent to view other 
boundaries as interaction zones where peoples from different 
homelands and ethnic backgrounds encounter one another. 
Communication and social relations across these permeable 
borders will be facilitated by trade parblerships, intergroup mar
riages, regional ceremonies, political alliances, and factional Abruzzi" 
competition and cooperation (see Brumfiel and Fox 1994). 1982: 

In considering various kinds of boundaries that existed in 

Native California, we need to keep in mind that native soci

eties in California are not homogeneous entities, and probably 

were not in the past. Instead, similar to all other human 

groups, they are characterized by structural cleavages oriented 

along axes of variation defmed by kin, gender, age, political af

filiations, and social relations. Factional groups may play an 


Cohen, jjimportant role in boundary processes. They are smaller seg

ments of a greater society whose members share common sec 1987' 

torial interests and pursue sociopolitical strategies that enhance 

their prestige and further their access to valued material and cer- . 

emonial resources. Boundary zones provide multiple opportu
 DeAtley.!
nities for factional groups to promote their mutually advanta

1984~geous goals in opposition to other competing factions. The 
kinds of strategies that may be implemented across ethnic, lin
guistic, and/or political boundaries are intermarriage, the cre
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ation of exchange partnerships, and ceremonial relationships-
activities deliberately undertaken to cement alliances outside 
the group with outlying peoples who can provide perceived 
benefits, especially at the expense of other competing segmen
tary groups (see Brumfiel and Fox 1994). 

My primary point is to emphasize that very different kinds 
of boundaries probably existed at different times and places in 
Native California. We may identify discrete spatial distribu
tions of archaeological materials in some times and places that 
demarcate territorial boundaries of competing native societies. 
These situations deserve special study as they may shed light 
on intercommunity or intertribelet territorial relationships dur
ing times of stress and conflict. However, it may be far more 
common for us to detect considerable blurring of archaeological 
remains at the margins of native societies. Rather than 
lamenting this archaeological "noise," and feeling that we are 
failures for not detecting crisp patterns of material remains in 
the archaeological record, we should take advantage of this am
biguity to consider the implications of cross-cutting social 
networks and intersocietal relationships over time. By under
taking microscale analyses of archaeological remains at the 
margins of societies, we may better understand how individu
als, households, and segmentary groups created alliance rela
tions with peoples from other societies, how these intersocietal 
relationships changed over time, and how they are manifested 
in the archaeological record (see Lightfoot and Martinez 1995). 

The Symposium 

In this afternoon's symposium, the participants will con
sider varied kinds of boundaries and boundary processes by em
ploying case studies from northern California. A diverse range 
of innovative theoretical views and methodological approaches 
are advanced. 

In the following paper, Antoinette Martinez presents a cre
ative approach to boundaries as cross-cutting social networks 
that she is developing to examine the spatial structure of ar
chaeological remains in Kashaya Pomo villages situated in the 
near hinterland of Fort Ross. Thomas Jackson then considers 
the meaning of boundaries, the complexity of different kinds of 
boundary processes, and how our perceptions of boundaries 
play an important role in the contemporary politics of archae
ology, such as in the implementation of Native American 
Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA) regula
tions. Breck Parkman continues the discussion by considering 
the boundaries of the natural/supernatural worlds in Pomo 
cosmology, examining the archaeological implications of su
pernatural portals and passageways. In our fIfth paper, ~tephen 
Silliman examines some of the challenges of construcung pre
historic linguistic boundaries, and the implications that lin
guistic diversity may have for understanding past mobility pat
terns and sociopolitical organizations. Ann Schiff follows 
with her paper which addresses the problems of defining cul
tural boundaries at the scale of the village using case studies 
from 19th-century Native Alaskan communities in California, 
Alaska, and the Kurile Islands. Frank Bayham' s presentation 
explores the development and mainte~ance of multi-use, ethm,c 
"buffer zones" in the Eagle Lake regIOn of northeastern CalI
fornia through a detailed analysis of survey data and archaeo
faunal remains. In our fmal paper, David Fredrickson presents 
recent results of obsidian sourcing studies in northern Califor
nia that link the emergence of fum territorial boundaries with 
the development of sociopolitical complexity. 

Many thanks for joining us this afternoon and enjoy the 
rest of the symposium. 
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